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Professional Summary: 

Having 3+ years of experience in SAP-ABAP Implementation and support activities, I am 

looking forward to an opportunity where I can utilize my experience & skills and further 

acquire knowledge with necessary up gradation for the growth of my career. 

 

ABAP Expertise: 

 
 Extensively worked on Classical, Interactive and ALV Report programming. 
 Proficiency in Enhancements and BADI. 
 Knowledge in Module Pool Programming. 
 Modified standard SAP Scripts as per client specifications. 
 Proficiency in developing Smart forms. 
 Extensively worked on in ALE/IDOCS.  
 Good exposure in Object oriented ABAP. 
 Thorough understanding of MM, SD modules. 
 Strong commitment, dedication and efficient in problem solving and strong debugging 

skills. 
 

Academic Qualification: 

 
 Bachelor of Science  with an aggregate of 67% from SGS Arts College, Tirupathi  

           (SV University 2005 - 2008). 

 

Technical Skills:  

 

        Operating Systems  : Windows 95/98/NT/2000/XP 

Languages   : ABAP/4, SQL. 

SAP Versions   : SAP R/3 4.7 ECC 6.0. 

Databases   : MS-SQL, MS-ACCESS, Oracle 9i. 

 

Professional Experience:  

 Working as Associate ABAP Consultant in MAHINDRA SATYAM, Bangalore from 

OCT-2010 to till date. 

 Worked as Associate ABAP Consultant in Optimal Solutions, Bangalore from JAN-2009      

       To OCT-2010. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project # 1. 



 

             Client  : ddsdsds. 

             Duration : NOV 2010 to Till Date. 

             Role  : SAP Technical Consultant 

             Team Size  : 12 

 

Description: 

         Jkl;sadl;kfjsa;lkjas;lkjas;askjl;sajas 

 

Roles and Responsibilities 
 

 Interacting with functional people to get a clear idea on the requirement.  

 Provide technical specifications and designs for medium to high complexity objects. 

 Complete development activities such as coding, testing, documentation 

 Review the code manually and using tools (SLIN, SCI) and capture evidences. 

 Correcting the issues after review by team lead and delivering objects. 

 Analyze the impact of any new requirements on the existing solution. 

Technical Strong Points 

      REPORTS 

 Developed an ALV report  to purchasing order as basic list and display item details for 

select order. 

 Developed an ALV report for display list of unused vendors  

 Created an Interactive report to output Vendor details like Vendor name and address etc 

in the Basic list and Bank details in the Secondary lists. 

 Developed an ALV report for display stock details. 

     BDC 

  Generated a BDC program to upload customer master data to SAP R/3 using 

transaction ‘XD01’. 

  Generated a BDC program for vendor master data using transaction ‘FK01’. 

 
     ALE/IDoc 

 Created the Distribution model & segment filtering for message type MATMAS and 

IDOC type MATMAS05. 

 Created a extended IDoc for standard message type DEBMAS and IDOC type 

DEBMAS05. 

 
    SMARTFORMS 

 Developed smartform for Invoice. 

 Developed a smartform for Delivery. 

 

 

 
    

 BADI  

 Used a BADI CUSTOMER_ADD_DATA to get the customer details into the legacy 

system whenever the customer is created in ‘XD01’ transaction. 



 

 

Project # 2 

 

Client  : dslkkldslsdlsdlsd  

Duration : AUG 2009 to OCT 2010. 

Role  : SAP Technical Consultant 

Team Size  : 10 

 

Description: 

           Llxdsm/m,xzccx,z,mxzm, 

 
Contributions: 

 

 Understand The Business Logic in the system to identify the problems. 

 Involved In modification of Custom Transactions. 

 Participated In fixing the issues, which are in Production and providing a solution for the 

problem. 

 Participated in Performance tuning for various ABAP reports. 

 Modified the layout sets according to client requirements. 

 Modified standard layout set MEDRUCK according to client requirement. 

 Instant Communication with the onsite co-coordinators for solving the issues. 

 Involved in Testing the Objects as per End User Requirements.     

    

      

Project # 3 

 

Client            : lksadklsklsasa 

Duration : JAN 2009 to AUG 2009. 

Role  : SAP Technical Consultant 

Team Size  : 10 

 

Description: 

            Kjljsadlskajsakja/lsakas 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Roles & Responsibilities 

   

 As a team member I was responsible for Coding, Code reviews, quality Checks and 

performance optimization. 

 Developed numerous Reports as per Client Requirement using various Technology like 

Interactive Reports, ALV List display, ALV Grid. 

 Preparation and Compilation of Unit Test Plan. 

 Coding and documenting as per the standards laid by the client. 



 Performance analysis and tuning of ABAP code using SQL trace, Runtime analyzer and 

debugger. 

 

Technical implementations and involvement in ABAP. 

 
   REPORTS 

 Generated a report to display all the Purchase Orders for the Purchasing Organization, 

Purchase groups and display the total and individual values of all the Purchase Orders. 

 Developed an ALV report for display list of customer and company. 

 Developed a report for sales order, which displays the corresponding sales details using 

ALV reporting. 

 Created Report using ALV in Material Master that outputs Material Vaulted Stock, 

grouped by Material type and Plant. The output shows Material No. 

 Storage Location, Unit of Measure and Description in addition to group totals. 

 
     SAP SCRIPT 

 

 Modified Standard Sales Order Script, Inserted Company Logo, Company name, Sales 

office name and Sales Office address. 
     BADI 

  

 Developed program for Customer exit for sold to party along with Order type, sales 

Organization, Distribution channel and Division. 

 Implemented a Screen Exit for creating financial document screen to add fields. 

 
    ALE/IDocs 

 Worked on ALE for distributing the material master data from outbound side. 

 Applied filtering concept at plant and Material type level. 

 Setting up SAP-ALE (IDOC) Interface by Creating/Maintaining Distribution model, 

Logical System, message types, activating the change pointers, generating partner 

profiles, IDOC reduction and filtering for the documents Material Master (MATMAS) 

and Vendor Master (CREMAS). 


